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High frequency radiation patterns of on-aircraft antennas are
analyzed using ray optics techniques. This is a basic study of
aircraft-antenna pattern performance in which the analytic aircraft
is modelled in its most basic form. The fuselage is assumed to be
a perfectly conducting convex surface. The wings are simulated by
arbitrarily many sided flat plates ond the jet engines are treated
as finite circular cylinders. The three principal plane patterns are
analyzed in great detail with measured results taken to verify each
solution. A volumetric pattern study is initiated with the fuselage
modelled by an arbitrary convex surface of revolution.
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I. i'TRODUCTIO%

Radiat-on pattern analvsis of on-aircraft antennas at hislh
frequencies is the object of this research. It i a corputer-modelled
study of aircraft antenna pattern problems in which the entennd is
mounted on the fuselage near the top or bottom. For general appli-
cability, the aircraft is modelled in its most basic form. The fuselage
is ass ed to be a perfectly conducting copr"ex surface. Thus, the
effects of the cockpit and radoce are neglected at present.

The need for the type of solution developed in this study is
basically two-fold. Firt, there may be as many as 200 antennas
micnted on a single aircraft. If these antennas can be located on the
aircraft at the design stage, then one can expect better performance
in that optimin locations and structural changes can be feund using
theoretical solutions of the mocelled aircraft under investigation.
Secondly, antenna systems are normally added or changed in the course
of an aircraft's useful lifetime. Thus, location and rplocation
of antennas has always required a great deal of time and money. For
example, it is not uncommon for one to spend six months building a
model and a second six months measuring radiation patterns for antennas
mounted at various locations around the structure. On the other hand,
it is conceivable that one could accomplish the same result in a
fraction of the time (perhaps a day) using computer-simulated models
of the aircraft. Once an optimum region is determined the antenna can
simply be tested to ascertain its actual performance. Not only can
these computer-simulated results be used to determine the location,
but they can, also, determine the optimun antenna design for a given
application. These analyses employ mutually orthogonal delta function
sources to solve for the pattern of an arbitrary fuselage mounted antenna
simply through integration over the equivalent aperture currents.

Some of the first solutions used to comDute oR-aircraft antenna
patterns were the modal solutions for infinitely long circular[l,2]
and eiliptical[3] cylinders. These solutions modelled che fuselage
by a cylinder whose elliptical cross-section approximdted the fuselage
cross-section at the antenna location. Arbitrary antennas were con-
sidered in these studies in which the antenna was mounted either on
or above the fuselage. These solutions are quite adequa - provided
the aircraft structure is not illuminated too stronull-. Ho'ever,
with the desire to improve system performance, versatility, and
coverage the antenna pattern often is shaped for the desired application
in such P way that it can actually illuminate the structure quite
strongly. In fact, in many cases the system's performance is de-
pendent on the pattern effects of the secondary contributors. For
example, too strong a ripple in a pattern may cause a system to
function on a secondary lobe rather than the desired main beam. Conse-
quently, the demands of modern sophisticated systems require that the
analytic model represent the actual aircraft in more detail than
assumed by the modal solutions alone.
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integral eouation solutioni f~r antenna pazterrs and i r--arce usin:
2nont rethods. -sing this approach the surface currents ara assu-

to be of a given forr and the values of these co-.. lex currents are.
found by forcing the tangential component of the electric field to
vanish on the surface. Ne of the first moment solutions applied to
aircraft arntenna problems was the wire grid technique using a point
matching scheme.[4] This solution requires approximatelv 100 unknown
currents per square wavelength to be found in order that the wire a-d
adequately model a perfectly conducti.ig surface. = rore sophisticated
approach has been develoued by Vichmond[5] which uses a reaction technique
to solve for the unknown currents. Yet this solution still requires a
wire grid model of the aircraft witi approximately 100 unkno;n currents
per square wavelengt. m exha,,stive study of this aporoach has been
irade by Lir[6] in %ich he treated the bistatic scattering problem;
hoAever, the same conclusions apply for both problems.

A third approach has been deeloped recently by Richmond in
which he divides the surface into jatches with each patc having t:-o
unknown complex currents. Using t-iis approach onlv 20 wknoawn
currents per square .avelength need to be found. In other words, one

is able to consider a much larger surface using this surface patch
solution. However, all of these !olutions are restricted to lower
frequencies, based on the fundameital limitation on the size of
matrices which modern computers can invert without excessive loss
of accuracy.

Another approach :hat has found great success at solving this
type of problem is the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD). GTD
is basically a hiah frequency solution which is divided into two basic
problems; these being wedge diffraction and cur-:ed surface diffraction.
Te wedge diffraction solution has been applied to determine the
radiation patterns of such basic antennas as parallel plate antennas[7,8,9],
parallel plate arrays[l0,11], horn antennas[12,13], parabolic reflec-
tors[14,15], and rectangular waveguide antennas[16]. Both of these
diffraction solutions have been applied in computing the patterns of
antennas mounted on cylinders[17,18,19], rockets[20, and wings[21].
-sing this approach one applies a ray optics technioue to determine
components of the field incident on the various scatterers. Components
of the diffracted field are found using the GTD solutions in terms of
rays which are summed with the geometrical optics terms in the far field.
The rays from a given scatterer tend to interact with the other structures
causing various higher-order terms. In this way one can trace out the
various possible combinations of rays that interact between scatterers
and determine and include only the dominant terms. Thus, one need only
be concerned with the important structural scattering components and
neglect all other higher-order terms. This makes the GTD approach
ideal for a general high frequency study of on-aircraft antennas in that
only the most basic structural features of the aircraft need to be
modelled.
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Pe basic approach applied here is to decompo:s the aircraft
into its sinplest structural fores and analyze these structures using
ray optics techniques with numerical values obtained using rodal
solutions, physical optics, and GTD. Once the scattered fields
from these structures are found and verified by measured data, they
are adapted to the aircraft model simply by adjusting the incident
field. In this way the aircraft begins to grow out of simple forms
into a structure that actually reserbles a modern aircraft in a general
way.

The lower frequency limit of this solution is dictated by the
spacings beteen the various scattering centers in that they should be
at least a wavelength apart. In sobT e cases even this requirement can
be relaxed. The upper frequency limit is dictated by the analytic
model representation as compared with the actual aircraft in that at
higher frequencies more of the smaller detail of the aircraft structure
should be included in the analytic model.

II. PRINCIPAL PLANE PATTERN ANALYSES

The principal plane pattern analyses were developed primarily
under the previous Contract f;62269-71-C-0296. Ho-wever, various improve-
ments have been made that make the previous solutions even more
accurate and versatile. A review of these analyses is given here
with the improvements considered in more detail. Several results
are presented to illustrate the potential of these solutions. The
basic aircraft considered in these studies is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Our roll plane pattern solution (x-y plane in Fig. 1) was begun
by considering a two-dimensional model composed of circular cylinders
simulating the fuselage and engines, with flat plates modelling the
wings. From this study[22], it was found that the engines had very
little effect with the source mounted near the top or bottom of the
fuselage. However, the wing was found to be an important secondary
scatterer and must be considered in more detail.

The wing was then modelled by n-sided flat plates. Using the
GTD approach, the plate was first isolated, analyzed, and verified
by experimental results. Our flat plate solution is compared with
the measured pattern from a circular disc in Fig. 2. Note that the
agreement between patterns tends to improve as the number of sides
is increased. Another example is illustrated in Fig. 3, where the
measured and calculated patterns for a dipole above a square plate
are compared. Again, good agreement is obtained.

3
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Thr. flat plate rri._-I ,aa'. t'r.ren arDlvred tro an infinitely-lcrq
circular rcylinder at the r~j-rtral poitior, (o. i. 4a' to forr, our first
three-dirensioial roll plane rodel. The calculated and reasured
results are presented in Fig. 5 for a short monopole mounted at various
locations on this model. In each case the results compare very
favorably.

Our first model was a definite irprovement over the previously
applied infinitely-long cylindrical aircraft model. Under the present
contract several modifications .ere made to improve this m.l. First,
it Wcs found that most aircraft can not, in qeneril, be modelled by a
centrally located winq. In order to handle these situations, the model
was modified so that the wings could be moved up or dowm fro ; the
central location as illustrated in Fiq. 4b and c. The analy-;es applied
for the case with the wings moved upward is presenied in Refarence. [23]
with the main consideration being the diffraction from the edge formed
by the wing-fuselage junction. This was not a problem for ':be centrally
located wing in that no diffractions occur for the right angle junction.
Some examples of this. solution are shown in Fig. 6.

Assuming that the diffracted field is negligible fron the
cylinder-vertical plate junction for the model represented in Fig. 4c
with the wings moved down, the solution is essentially identical with
that of Fiy. 4a. An, example of this solution is presented in Fig. 7
for a case witt. a short monopole mounted directly above the wings
which are cennected to the fuselage at the bottom of the cylinder.
One can, then, conpare Figs. 5a, 6a and 7 to observe the effect of
the wings placed in a central location, an upward location, and
finally, a lower loration, respectively.

In each case good agreement has been obtained be'tween our
solutions and experimental results taken on models which approximate
our aircraft representation. To illustrate the utility of these
solutions in solvin9 practical aircraft antenna problems, the
analytical results have been compared with experimental results taken
on actual scale models. For example, in Fig. 8 the results are com-
pared for a monopole and circumferential slot mounted on an F-4
aircraft. The computed patterns took approximately 30 seconds on
the CDC 6600 at Naval Air Development Center. These results indicate
that our solutions could have been successfully applied to determine
the necessary pattern characteristics for the given, cases. Conse-
quently, the solutions appear to be practical as well as efficient.

The second problem that has evolved in our roll plane solution
is the effect of having a concave corner in the wing as illustrated
in Fig. 9a. This type of wing structure was not considered in our
original analysis for the flat plate scattering. The problem arises
in determining if the ray from the image source passes through the
finite limits of the flat plate (wing).
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(a) CROSS SECTION OF ROLL PLANE MODEL. WITH
WINGS IN THE CENTER POSiTION

;b) CROSS SECTION OF ROLL PLANE MODEL. WITh
THE WINGS ABOVE THE CENTER POSITION

x

(C) CROSS SECTION OF ROLL PLANE MODEL WITH
THE WINGS BELOW THE CENTER POSITION

Fig. 4
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Fig. 5c. Roll plane pattern (E ) of monopole at point
(af, c' = 450, z' 0 with wings in center
position.
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Fig. 6a. Roll plane pattern (E ) of monopole at point
(af, ' = 0, z' = 0) with wings attached at
a 450 position above the center.
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Fig9. 6c. Roll plane pattern of axial slot (E )
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Fig. 7. Roll plane pattern (E,) of monopole at point
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Fig. 8b. Roll plane pattern of a circumferential slot
mounted 35-1/4" from the nose on the top of
an 1/8 scale model of an F-4 aircraft.
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The original solution was based on a corner-by-corner analysis
which is invalid for a concave corner. The present approach, which
is illustrated in Fig. 9a, uses a complex variable theorem Which
states that the-fd around a closed contour is equal to 2- if the
point is enclosed and zero otherwise. In our case, the point is
simply the intersection point of the image ray with the plane of the
flat plate and the contour is the wing edge qeo'netry. Using this
approach, one is able to handle an arbitrary wing shape. The calcu-
lated pattern for an A-6 aircraft, which has a concave corner wing
structure, is shown in Fig. 9b.

In Reference [24] it was shown that the engines had very little
effect in the azimuth plane (y-z plane in Fig. 1) if the antennas
were located near the top or bottom of the fuselage. That solution
was developed by first treating the near zone scattered fields from
a finite cylinder. Orce that solution was developed and verified it
was adapted to the aircraft model simply by adjusting the incident
field. The fuselage was again approximated by an infinitely-long
circular cylinder. Several examples of this solution arr illustrated
in Fig. 10.

Ibre recently the effect of the wing in the azimuth plane has
been of interest. To solve this problem one can simply apply the
previously developed three-dimensional roll plane moael and solve now
for the field in the azimuth plane instead. Some results of this
study are illustrated in Fig. 11. Note that in each case the wings
have very little effect. Consequently, for an antenna mounted on the
top or bottom of a fuselage, azimuth pattern is mainly affected by
the fuselage with only secondary scattering from the wings and engines.

The two-dimensional elevation plane study (x-z plane in Fig. ')
was completed under the previous contract, and the solutions presented
in Reference [25]. Note that our ntst general solution is a section-
matching GTD solution which can handle an arbitrary convex fuselage
shape. However, this solution can fail in the shadow region especially
when the scattered fields are small (less than 20 dB with respect t3
the main beam level). This results since the three-dimensional effects
become significant and, in some cases, even dominant. Thus, in order
to improve this elevation plane solution, one must handle the three-
dimensional effects which are considered in the next section. On the
other hand, one should realize that he can predict when this solution
fails by taking the equivalent values from the roll plane solution
(e=90 ° and o=O and 1800). If the two-dimensional elevation plane
solution is dominant, then the three-dimensional effects must be
secondary and can be neglected in the elevation plane. One can use a
similar approach to determine if the three-dimensional effects are
significant in the roll plane.

18
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Fig. 9a. Intersection point geometry for plate
with concave corner.
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Fig. 9b. Roll plane pattern of A/4 monopole (E ) of

A-6 aircraft. Frequency =0.54 GHz.
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Ill. VOLUMETRIC PATTERN ANALYSIS

As stated earlier, for a source mounted on the fuselage of an
arbitrary aircraft near the extreme top or bottom, the fuselage
shape has the dominant effect on the resulting antenna pattern. The
wings and other flat plate structures can have strong effects in
certain sectors of the pattern but they are not as dominant as the
fuselage especially when the complete volumetric pattern is considered.
For these reasons the volumetric pattern of an antenna mounted on a
three-dimensional isolated fuselage must be analyzed. Nevertheless,
the wings and various other structures can be added to this solution
in the future as was done in the roll plane.

Previously, aircraft models were considered that would resemble
a wide variety of aircraft shapes and yet could also be analyzed with
reasonable accuracy. I:a this case, it is quite obvious that the three-
dimensional nature of the fuselage must be modelled if one is to
adequately determine volumetric patterns. In the elevation plane it was
found that the longitudinal profile of the fuselage had to be accurately
represented. This resulted in the development of the Section-Matching
GTD solution in which the profile was described by a finite number of
points. In the roll plane, the circular cross-section was found to be
adequate. One obvious extension of these observations is to consider
a fuselage which is analytically described by a surface of revolution.
In this case the profile is again described by a set of points which in
turn are revolved about the axis of the fuselage. In this way the
important features of our past studies in the three principal planes
are incorporated in this new three-dimensional study. Not only is this
shape quite versatile but it can also be analyzed by extending the
techniques that were developed previously.

The geometry of this problem is illustrated in Fig. 12. Note
that the surface is defined by a set of points, which are used to
specify R(e) for 0 < o < 180'. For the cases considered here R(O) is
defined every 0.5' which requires a total of 361 points to define the
surface.

As pre..nted in Reference [26] the rays which propagate outward
from a source travel around the surface along geodesic paths while
energy is continually being diffracted in the tangent direction at
each point along the path. Thus, the first step in computing the
volumetric pattern of an antenna mounted on a three-dimensional convex
body is finding a numerical technique to specify the geodesic paths.

The geodesic differential equations for an arbitrary surface of
revolution in the preferred coordinate system, as illustrated in
Fig. 12, are developed here using tensor analysis. Any point on this
surface is, then, defined by

28



= R(e) sin e cos
y(e,¢) = R(e) sin e sin -
z(r, ) = R(9) cos -.

The 'mit tangent vectors on the surface are given by

(R i sin o + R cos e) Cos~ i - sin 9 + R cos sin tele' =LXkdo Y(o0

andz dcos o Rsin d R

e2 (",) = - x sin + y cos 4.

The metric tensor is given by
(dR 2

(9d0\2  2 .22
doo

d + R (l sin 2 o)

R2 sin 2 0

MM 2 + R2(1 +sin 2 )

Using the above information, the Christoffel symbols are given by

dR (d 2 R +R)

do

sin o (R cos o + sin o)

22 (dR)2 +R2

dR

2 2 R cos 0 + Tsin 6
r2l = l2 = R sin 2

1 r 1 = r 2 = r2 0
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Fig. 12. Surface of revolution described by afinite set of points.
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Substituting these results into the geodesic differential equation
(Reference [27]), one finds that the qeodesic paths are defimd by

(1)II d2 _ b(i) 2 1 dd + ;. 1 kds 0
Us I + 2 dsT ds 22 ') 0

2 2 (do) 2 d d6 + r 2  (d'. 2

l2ss 22\ds =

ds

where s is the arclength along the geodesic path. Note that these
solutions are valid only for a sur.ace of revolution such that the
z-axis coincides with the axis of revolution.

The above geodesic solutions are adequate pro ided a is not
near 0 or ]800. This is seen in terms of r~l and ri2 which are
singular for these values. Thus, a new solution must be developed to
handle these special cases. This is accomplished by defining a new
coordinate system such as shown in Fig. 13. This coordinate system
requires a general solution for the geodesic equations such as given
below:

x(o,o) = R(o, ) sin o cos 0
y(o, ) = R(O, ) sin o sin o
z(o, ) = R(o,o) cos 0

2 R2  (f +R]2 R]+

dR (R a R aR)

. 2o 2 -Rr Z G sn +2 + R 2  e cos R]

2 (R~ ) 3R' 2 2
11 G36f
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Fig. 13. Su~rface of revolution described by a
aeneral coordinate system.
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I I R i 2  [R -R + R2 -R .R (A' +
1221 S 7 +5

r- 2 2 i

G -I

22 G(R +(1>. 6  F2  R 2 ]

sin2  + R2 sin2

Substituting these results into Eqs. (1) and (2), one has a complete
set of geodesic equations for a general surface. This solution is
especially important for the elevation plane pattern where 0 <_ 6 < 1800
with = 00, 1800. Obviously, our previous solution could not be
applied to solve for this pattern. Some examples of geodesic paths
are illustrated in Fig. 14.

Since the antenna is assumed to be mounted on the fuselage of
the aircraft, one needs only consider two general types of antennas.
These are the monopole type which has a normal electric current moment
with respect to the surface and a slot type antenna which has a
tangential magnetic current moment. It is assumed that the fields
launched by infinitesimal antennas follow the solutions soecified for
the two-dimensional problem of Reference [28]. Note that in this case
the three-dimensional geometry is introduced in temns of the geodesic
paths and associated longitudinal and transverse radik of curvature
which appear in the diffraction and attenuation coefficients. It is
further assumed that the normal and tangential conoonent boindary layer
fields propagate around the surface independently. This approximatior
might be rather poor if the torsion along the geodesic curve varies
too greatly; however, this point is not well understood at this time.
In any event, the results presented here will be compared with actual
measurements to illustrate the validity of these assumptions.

At this time only a convex body is considered in order that the
radiation direction can be simply defined by the geodesic tangent
direction as was indicated earlier. However, the study of a concave
body is an important topic worthy of future consideration.

33
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Fig. 14a. Geodesic curves on a sphere with the

source at a = 90 0, o = 00.
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Fig. 14b. Geodesic curves on a 4x x 21 prolate spheroid
with the source at oo= 90" 'o = 00

Fig. 4c. eodeic crves O U ~x? R oltphri
withthe ourc at 0 LOCATION00
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Let us first investiqate the rionopole antenna type whose surface
rays propagate outward in all directions from the source with a norral
component E-field (or follow the hard boundary condition).

In order to obtain measured patterns off the principal planes
,s'". a conventional pattern range, which nrly revolves about a vertical
axis, the body is first rotated by an angle (C) as shown in Fig. 15.

41,

.%i

Fig. 15. Rotation of convex surface in order to obtain
off-principal plane patterns.

Thus as the body turns about the z'-axis, one obtains the 0' and '
components of the radiated field. In Fig. 16 the $'-component of the
field is illustrated with = 0 for a short monopole mounted on a
4 x 2x prolate spheroid. For this principal plane pattern the
comparison between the measured and calculated results is quite good.

36
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The o' and €' crnponents of the radiated field for the same body are
illustrated in Figs. 17 and 18 for = 200 and 400, respectively. In
these off-principal planes the agreement between the results is again
quite good.

Even though the problems considered above seem to be rather
special cases of the more general problem originally treated at the
outset, the results are encouraging especially for the off-principal
plane cases. They do tend to verify this approach and the associated
approximations at least for the monopole cases considered.

The next case to be considered is that of an c.rbitrarily oriented
slot mounted on a convex surface of revolution. It was shown in
Reference [28] that for the two-dimensional problem with the slot
mounted parallel (orthogonal) to the cylinder axis that the slot radiated
according to the hard (soft) boundary condition in the principal plane.
If an arbitrary orientation of the slot vare considered then one could
assume that the pattern is given in the principal plane by

= *soft sin + ard Cos 8

using the geometry illustrated in Fig. 19. Thus, for a slot antenna
mounted arbitrarily on a three-dimensional surface with a volumetric
pattern desired one cdn extend this approach by considering that the
boundary layer field has a tangential component given by

ttang :soft cos(y-s) = Esoft cos(y-B)b

and a normal compnnent given by

normal hard sin(y-$) = Ehard sin(y-l,)n

where y is the starting direction of the geodesic path. Note that the
above solutions agree in the principal plane (y = 900). It is then
assumed that these two components propagate around the surface indepen-
dent of one another.

In order to measure the pattern of a slot antenna, a finite
length slot is considered. Actually for our measured patterns an
open-ended waveguide is used except the width is cut down to approxi-
mately one-tenth of the wavelength. For this antenna one can compute
the pattern by numerically integrating the patterns from three
infinitesimal slot antennas which approximate the aperture fields as
shown in Fig. 19. This approach is described in Referenca [29] and
successfully applied in Reference [22]. Using this solution the
computed principal plane pattern ( = 0' in Fig. 15) is compared with
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Fig. 19. Finite slot geometry.

the measured result as shown in Fig. 20 for a circumferential slot
(G 90'). Note that these results are again taken on a prolate
spheroid. The calculated and measured off-principal plane patterns
for c = 200 and 40* are shown, respectively, in Figs. 21 and 22. In
each case, good agreement is obtained between the measured and calcu-
lated results.

As stated earlier, the elevation plane pattern is a special
case that must be considered using our new geodesic solution. To
examine this case, an axial slot was mounted on our prolate spheroid
and the elevation plane pattern measured at NADC. The results of this
study are presented and compared with the two-dimensional elevation
plane pattern in Fig. 23a and with the three-dimensional e"evation
plane pattern in Fig. 23b. It is immediately obvious that the back-
lobe region is not calculated with sufficient accuracy using the two-
dimensional result. However, the three-dimensional solution is in
good agreement with the measured pattern.

Again the slot cases treated are rather idealized as compared
to the more general problem originally outlined. However, off-
principal plane radiation patterns from antennas mounted on three-
dimensional surfaces which are large in terms of the wavelength have
not been analytically computed with much success to date. Thus, one
must begin by treating specific cases which are easily modelled and
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Fig. 23a. Elevation plane pattern of an axial slot mounted on
a 4i, x 2X prolate spheroid with the two-dimrensional
theoretical solution presented.
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Fig. 23b. Elevation plane pattern of an axial slot mounted on
a 4x x 2x prolate spheroid with the three-dimensional
theoretical solution presented.
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computed. In this way one is able to ascertain the validity of 'is
solution. The above results, then, indicate that the high freciency
solutions of Kouyoumjian[28] can be applied at least to this ideolized
problem. One must, now, extend these solutions to deter.ine for --hat
type fuselage models they tend to break-down, if in fact they do.

IV. INTERACTIVE Oft-AIRCRAFT ANTENNA PATTER14 CALCULATIC *S

The following discussion describes an interactive computer
program written to illustrate the utility of computer aided deign
of on-aircraft aniennas. Using this proqram there is intnediate
interaction between the engineer and cr,-iputer in detennining the optimum
locations for antennas based on their roll plane pattern perfonance.
A PDP-7 light-peniCRT display unit is used for quick manipulation of the
various parameters which affect the resulting pattern. 1, modified Data-
craft 6024 is used for the pattern computations based en the model
p-arameters defined by the light-pen/CRT design.

Upon initiating the program a master table of available options
is displayed on the CRT as shown in Fig. 24. Control is passed to
the desired subroutine by touching the light-Den on the desired
parameter word and then touching the "FIX" in the lower right ccrner.
Control is returned to the master table after comnletion of each sub-
program and the unit is ready for a new command. By calling the
subroutine "Antenna Type" through light-pen control the aresent
antenna type mounted on the fuselage of the aircraft is indicated plus
three options as shown in Fig. 25. The antenna type can be easily
changed to any one of the three infinitesimal antennas uing the
light-pen. Thr change is inludiately indicated.

The frequen(y of the case under investiqation is indicated, a,

* shown in Fig. 26, by calling the subroutine entitled "F':QUEHICY". ihe
( arrow points to the present frequency on a linear frequency scale.

The value of the frequency may be changed by relocating the vertical
cross-wire line using the light-pen and then hitting the "FIX". The
master table is returned and the frequency set by hitting the words
"USE PRESENT VALUE".

The antenna location is identified by hitting "ANT_'NNA LOCATIOJ"
in the master table. The angular location of the antenna is illustrated
first as shown in Fig. 27. It can be simply relocated using the cross-
wires and light-pen. Secondly, the linear position (station) of the
antenna is indicated as sho'n in Fig. 28 in a top view of the aircraft.
The linear position may also be changed using the light-pen.

Using the subroutine entitled "WING GEOMETRY" one can easily
modify the wing shape. An n-sided flat plate model is used to
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represent the wing. The corners of the wing model can be quickly
redefined by locating the light-pen cross-wires at thosL points. The
subroutine first illustrates the right wing, as shown in Fig. 29. Once
the right wing is defined correctly, one has the option, under light-pen
control, of defining the left wing differently or making it the image
of the right wing as shown in Fig. 30. It is assumed for the purposes
of this proaam that the wings ar? mounted in the horizontal plane which
contains the fuselage axis. Our complete solution, however, is capable
of handling wings mounted either above or below this central position.

The subroutine entitled "AIRCRAFT PICTURE" illustrates the
aircraft configuration under investigation as illustrated in Fig. 31.
The view is taken from above the aircraft toward the front.

By indicating the subroutine entitled "PATTERN DESIRED" the roll
plane patterns for both theta and phi polarizations are computed for
the previously defined aircraft-antenna configuration. The patterns
are shown separately upon light-pen request and presented on a polar
grid with 10 dB per division. The patterns are normalized to the
maximum value for either polarization. The roll plane E-phi pattern,
for the configuration shown in Fig. 31, is illustrated in Fig. 32.
The E-theta pattern for the same case is shown in Fig. 33. Note that
tor a monopole the E-phi polarization is dominant, whereas, the
E-theta gives the cross polarized pattern. Finally, the master table
can be recalled, if desired, for further changes.

Using this approach the antenna engineers can sit at the console
changing each of the parameters and obtaining various configurations
which satisfy his needs. This information can, then, be used to
bypass the need for extensive model measurements which are both
expensive and time consuming.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

It has been shown in the previous sections that our solutions
for the principal plane radiation patterns are quite good for the
analytic models considered. It is obvious that the fuselage is the
dominant scatterer; whereas, the wings and stabilizers are the main
secondary contributors for the antenna locations studied. The present
solutions are extremely versatile in terms of the analytic model
representation, structure sizes and shapes, frequency, antenna locations,
and antenna types. While we have been improving these solutions, the
solution for the volumetric patterns for antennas on surfaces of
revolution has been obtained. This solution additionally allows one
to approximate the fuselage by a convex surface of revolution and
determine the radiated field at any direction in space. This solution
has been verified by measurements taken at The Ohio State University
and at NADC.
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Since the voltetric pattern is very desirable, it is important
that our initial study for antennas mounted on a surface of revolution
be continued and improved upon. The most obvious next step is to in-
clude the main secondary scatterer, that being the wings. This can
be accomplished using the near field flat plate scattering solution as
was done in the roll plane. However, the addition of this solution
for a surface of revolution is going to be a major effort. This
solution will then give us a model which includes the dominant scattering
terms and yet allows us to compute the pattern in arbitrary directions.

With the wings added to our three dimensional model one would
next want to study just how adequate this analytic model is in
practical situations for antennas mounted near the top or bottom of
the aircraft. An experimental program to obtain data for verifying our
analyses is now beginning at NADC. During this period, while experimental
data are being obtained, a study of antennas mounted near the leading
edge of the wing should begin. The effect of the scattering by the
fuselage, especially in the azimuth plane, is important. To begin this
study, the near field scattering by simple structures which approximate
the fuselage should be determined.
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